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InGaN-based III-Ns are expected as a quite plausible material system for constructing 
high efficiency tandem solar cells covering almost whole solar spectrum. We have 
been studying and developing high performance III-N based solar cells grown on bulk 
GaN substrate. The fundamental structure is p-GaN/pin-InGaN/n-GaN. It should be 
noted first that solar cells are self-biased in forward direction under operation and 
corresponding forward current carrier flows are opposite in direction against the 
photo-generated carriers. Furthermore, the operating current density level for solar 
cells is a few orders of magnitude lower than that for LEDs and, even small density of 
defects-induced current easily results in seriously poor performance as a solar cell. 
 
We performed comprehensive and rigorous theoretical analyses of InGaN solar cells 
in whole ternary composition range paying attention to the role and/or effects of 
defects-induced current components on solar cell performances. Since any 
defects-induced current densities are generally much higher than that for the 
theoretical diffusion current and in particular relatively much higher in lower forward 
voltage region, they often easily lead to poor performance cells resulting in small 
output photo-voltages. Concerning the defects-induced current, the recombination 
current through deep point-defect levels and simple Ohmic leakage current thorough 
extended-defect levels were taken into account. Anyway, solar cells must be designed 
and fabricated so that any defects-induced current density level must be lower 
enough than the operating photocurrent density. Of course, other material properties 
and device parameters as well also greatly affect the current transport mechanism 
through the pn-junction, and all of them were also taken into account for analyses.  
 
For the theoretical study, we have quite carefully derived experimental equations for 
several material properties dominating solar cell performances, such as the 
absorption coefficient and electron/hole motilities etc. These are based on as many 
reported literatures as possible so that they should be valid and/or plausible in whole 
InGaN composition range and in wide carrier concentration range at the same time.  
 
Detailed results for the systematic theoretical study and serious problems observed in 
initial stage experimental investigations still in fairly low In-composition III-N solar cells 
will be discussed in the conference. 


